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www.pinelawn.com

The Promise of  Pinelawn

…made in 1902 by William H. Locke, Jr., founder of   

Pinelawn Memorial Park.

The policy of  Pinelawn is, and will be, to make it as  

beautiful and tasteful as possible. Not merely by giving 

careful attention to all lawns, roads, foliage and flowers, 

and individual memorials but by developing a  

comprehensive park plan, adapted to the size and  

resources of  Pinelawn by which the beauty of  each part 

will be designed to contribute to the beauty of  the whole, 

thereby enhancing the dignity and solemnity of  the  

entire park. And as cheerfulness is not inconsistent with 

solemnity, nor with love and reverence, every effort will be 

made to impart such an air of  cheerfulness to all, as bright 

lawns and flowers, flowering bushes, stately trees and 

sunshine can bestow.

Solemnity is not misery, and we believe that those at rest 

would wish their friends to be inspired and heartened by 

the beauty of  their surroundings.

From the original Pinelawn brochure published in 1902.

With over 500 acres of  land featuring  

flowing fountains, historic monuments,  

vibrant flowers, and impressive trees, the goal  

of  Pinelawn Memorial Park and Arboretum is  

to surround everyone who visits us in beauty  

so that we may bring peace even in the 

most trying of  times.



When selecting a memorial, accessorize 
and personalize with emblems.

GB-384 Rose

GB-386 Pine

GB-385 Dogwood

GB-387 Floral

1003 
Star of   
David

1020 
Latin  
Cross

1073 
Lutheran  

Cross

1012 
Masonic

1013
Eastern  

Star

1110 
Gothic  
Cross

1233 
Episcopal

Cross  

1311 
Praying  
Hands

1201 
Crucifix

2208 
Holy
Bible

1935 
In Loving 
Memory

7086 
Crescent  

& Star

2773 
Bible 

& Cross

1195 
Knights of   
Columbus

Whether next to the beautiful flowing fountain in  

our West Fountain Garden or under rows of  peaceful 

cherry trees in our Garden of  Psalms, family 

members can feel secure and content with their 

decision to memorialize their loved ones amongst 

the beauty of  Pinelawn Memorial Park in 

Farmingdale, New York. 

An endearment scroll is included at no additional charge.

You may select any one of  the following phrases: 

1. IN LOVING MEMORY

2. ALWAYS IN OUR HEARTS

3. TOGETHER FOREVER

4. THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD

Pinelawn Memorial  
Park and Arboretum:

A place of  solace, 
 serenity, and tranquility.

Patrician Vase


